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other high officials, including presmkbly the judges aad the
prosecutor, were themselves guilty of ?afoul conspiracy to procure the judicial murder of Zmoviev, Kamenev, and a fair number
of other persons. Of course, the less scrupulous critics will be
delighted to support that theory; they'would always prefer to
blacken the rulers of a Socialist bodtry rather than people who
confess to having sought to askssdite those rulers; but some
of us with rnemoriis will find their&dden affection and admiraa little comic.
tion for Zinoviev and all the "Old. <~$ar&#
Turning now to ,,thecriticisms, %?<sof qurse 'impartant that
whatever their source they should 56 &wered fully and fairly.
We are not merely living in an ep&h in which one muntry after
another is in danger of economi<'t?o~la.pseor Fascist barbarism,
or both, if it cannot achieve ~ocidptgovernment; but in narrower and more immediate politic$ ,$is of tremendous importpce
to peace and progress that no mis&derrstandingsr p;uticularly: no
manufactured or engineered mistm&rstarndings, should arise between U.S.S.R. and the Wmtem.,demociacies. As I have had
the advantage of having studi~Tflbvietlegal procedure pretty
thoroughly for some years past,' ,%d also of having attended the
trial in question, I would like to state and answer as briefly and
as clearly as I can the main cri{&sms that bave been made in
Great Britain.
.
ikportant criticism that has
Probably the most general
been made is the simple one thstjt is incredible that men should
confess openly and fully to er@s of the gravity of those in
question'here. Associated with
criticism there coma the suggestion that the confessions mu&: have been extracted by &third
degree" or other improper me&.
I can deal with these two
points more or less together, staiting with the more general one. The critics seem to accept almost as a proof that there must be
something ungenuine about
prosecution, the fact that the
accused (with &or exceptionslwhichI will discuss later) pleaded
guilty, and admitted their misdeeds fully and frankly; and, howevq difficult one may find it to follow the logic of this, it would
be wrong to ignore the fact that @e apparent abjectness and
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eagmess of the confessid m&e mious reading to the a*
: ::,;
more accustomed to Engligh procedure. This ktter point',igI
9.
t h a , ~~&dently
explain& when one bears in mind the vev
14:
great differences in form and style that naturally exist between
..$
one race and another. If me asked an educated Frenchman, an
.i
eduwted Englishman, and an educated German, to state in his
'i 7
owa way, and as briefly or as fully as he thought convenient, any
1
simple concept,-or even any set of concrete facts, the three results
would be very yfferent indeed in length, form, style, and evenn
content.. The more important point, and the one to which I wish
to give a good deal of care, whether I concede it any logical
strength or not, is the point that in the circqmstances the p l q
of guilty themselves suggest that there is something wrong or
'
fictitious in the prosecution. _Now, it will surely be conceded that
,in all, countries, even in those most fully supplied with able and
ingenious defense lawyers, prisoners do sometimes plead guilty to
charges, even to serious charges, when they see that the evidence
against them is overwhelming. My friends in U.S.S.R. tell me
that tbis is more common in their country than in some others,
and they speak ,with not too tolerant contempt of systems under
which ac&
~ r s o n swho are obviously guilty will cgmsurne
precious time and energy in wriggling and putting up technical
defenses; 'and I am bound to say, as some mnfirmation of this,
assertion, that in conversations I have held in Soviet prisons with
accused persons amiting trial ' on substantial charges, I ha& not
infrequtktly been struck by the readiness with whi& they have *
stated tolme in the pr-ce
of warders that they are *ty
and
cannot complain if they are punished. (And, of course, we oftm
hear, even in England, of prisoners being congratulated on having
pleaded guilty2and -ewes
treated more leniently because they
have not taken up time putting forward unsubstantial d e f d . )
-Soviet procedure gives the accused ample opPortunity to see nhat
the strength of the ~rosecutim's case is, as does the English,
dthpugh the two systems are somewhat different in respect of, .
.the pdimhary proceedings. In England and & countries which
derive &ir svstem from Enghd, the evidence in cases of
'8
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importance is, SO to speak", rehearsed in ,openc & t before the
magistg&s in-the proceedings prior b committal for iial. In
very many countries, however, including U.S.S.R. and, I think,
every other European country that has regular procedure, th&e.
is no prowding in open court before &&trial, but the evidence is
prepared and develbped privately in preliminary proceedings by
way of investigation, which generally includes a detailed exarnination of the accused. From the course of this investigation, and in
,
particular from a study of the dossier or record and of the indictj
ment, which he has a right to see after the preliminary proceedings
have been closed, the accused or his advocate has full oppo?tunity . I
to' gauge the strength of the prosecution's case. Both these sys- 5
.
tems of procedure have their advantages and their disadvantages .
from the point of view of the prisgner's prospects of acquittal
and from that of the efficient administration of justice in the
public interest; opinions differ as to their respective merits, and
to discuss the point in detail would be a long task, but the responsible critic will guard himself against the assumption that
there must be some serious defects in any procedure which does
not follow closely the lines of the.English system which he has
been brought up to revere with the same unquestionirig loyalty
that his father or his grandfather devoted to the blind acceptance
of the efficiency of the British Navy. Indeed, I do not gather
that the critics of the present trial complain as a matter of pri+
kiple that there is anything wrong in the Soviet courts employing
substantially the system of other Continental countries instead of .
fiat of the English jurisdictions-it may well be, of course, that
many of them do not know anything about the two procedures
or the differences between them--and for our present point it is
enough to say that the two systems are alike in giving the accused
full opportunity to'see clearly the strength of the case against ,
him and to make up his m&d whether he will plead guilty or not.
If,-then, it may be taken to be normal, k U.S.S.R. or anywhere
else, for accused persons who know in their awn minds that they
are guilty to consider whether they. will admit their guilt, and in .
some cases at any rate to decide to .admit it when they see that .I
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the prbsecutiorm can prove it quite clearly if they do not, and we
proceed to consider the present case in the light of this fact,
we arrive at severhl somewhat interesting conclusions. The first is
this, that if one studies the matter revealed in the indictment
itself, the questions put to the accused by Vyshinsky (the public
prosecutor); and their answers, the long uninterrupted narrative
statements made by most of the accused in their examination by
Vyshinsky, and still more the occasiona1,ly vigorous contradictions
of one accused by another when some point was being thrashed
out by the men concerned in the course of these examinations
(which occupied practically three out of the five days of the
hearing), one forms the view (for a reason which I will state in a
moment, I deliberately use this apparent understatement), that
the evidence available against each of the ackused, including in
that evidence, as every European jurisdiction would without
hesitation include, the testinhony of others of the accused, was
evidence of real strength and substadce. When I use the moderate
phrase, "one forms the view," I do so because it is of crucial
importance, when attempting.to criticize or to appraise this case
in general or the actual strength of the prosecution's evidence
in particul'ar, to bear in mind that, as all the accused pleaded
guilty to the whole charge (with definite but minor reservations
on the part of ,two of them, Srnirnoff and Holzman), there was no
necessity either for the'prosecution to adduce in open court a l l
the available evidence going to establish the whole'case, or 'for
the court to consider a d weigh the evidence against the other
fourteen of the accused for the purpose of deciding their guilt.
All that was done, and all that was attempted, was to dev,elop
the facts and! evidence before the court merely to the extent
nFessaSy to enable the judges to decide the exact degree of legal
gu& of the two men in question and to form a view of the moral
guilt of all the sixteen accused, in order to decide properly on the
penalty. When a critic from whom one is entitled to expect both
clarity of judgment and fairness of criticism tells his readers that
the trial was wholly unconvincing and that @ evidence consisted
solely of confessbm, one mabes how easy it is for less well-

7

"d+"the
guilt of the accused, and it is, of course, not possible even
'
to know (save in so far as they appear in the indictment) what

'misled by the use of the word "confession," or its association
with forced and groundless admissions of crime, nor judge any
confession without weighing the &act nature and effect of the
+wordsused. Bare admissions of guilt may vary .very much in
their cogency, not merely in retation to the circumstances in
which they are given but also according to the attitude of mind
of the critic; but where an accused person gives a long and
detailed account of his movements and conversations which is

it, and the second is that qach such confession, if maintained in
open court, becomes, if it should be needed, direct evidence implicating the other persons whose movements and conversations
are thus being described by the "confessor" in the capacity of a
witness against them as well as in that of a man pleading guilty
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in *#present v\,"*ez+
~ r & ~ , ~ i-.ii
' '
c a d d study to , tp comabration of considerable weight' ia
statements of yarioils of tbe accused. To give an example, it aqi ,
part of the prosecution's- case that tyo of the accused had had a
conversation in which a kigbly incriminating phrase was u&;
.
the two accused in question, by no means friendly to one another, '
each admitted m t such a conversation had taken place and that
the incriminating words were used, but each of them said that
the other was the actual author of the phrase. I t does not require
much experience in the weighing of evidence to realize that such a +
drcumstance as that off6is considerabre evidence of the guilt,
and considerable rekinforcement to the plea of guilty, of either
or both okthe accused in question.
Thus, this most important part of the study of the criticisms, in respect of which I do not think I oeed apologize for writing rit
some length, has now been carried to this point, that the evidence
was' pretty strong, that the accused when confronted with it,
- having the opportunity to consider it and to make up their mipds, elected to plead guilty. They were experienced, intelligent, and
educated men, and they said- that they were guilty; that might
*ell be the end of the matter. But for many of the critics it ,'
seems rather to be the beginning; for the confessions, they suggest, *
may have been extorted by brut,ality, by threats, or by proyises.
We are asked to assume this, apparently; assuming what one .
d+ires to 'prave is one of the oldest of the unconscious tricks of + '
criticism, :and certainly gives a good deal of trouble. We know;
, of course, that the obtaining of confessions by such methods
.. only too common in too many countries; some of us have had ,
to study' in detail, for exarnph, the statutory provisions relawg , ' :!)!
r.
. . the.criminal procedure in British India, designed to thwbrt
su& ,xn&hods, and the success,or failure of such provisions; 'bit
- ",'
'
'*
i ~ , t aof. evidence is there that anything of the sort actualIy ,
' hapgjmedb in this- case?
I do not paum to state or to emmine :: ',
in detail -&e tributes to Soykt procedure that have been
ip ' .
, tbq*t.by P;emons iphd, ha+f perbnally experie~cediwestigt- 1
Soviet Union, an@ . ;'
ti* by,the police & jL@i&alI,fhoialsof
fot W&[L
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Wing free to speeb. witbout ,ha.ving ;my motive to rnisrepribnt
the f;icb, have qsserkd that nothing in the nature of "third
- "
degree"
applied to them, nor do I ask that any particular
.,
wei~htshould be given to fhe persona tribute that f f&l it my
duty to pay to the great sense of pub& duty and the high chsracter that I thought I found in personal conversation with and
study of various of&iaIs under whose control such investigations
of accused persons are held. I t is sufficient, I think, in this
instance to confine oneself to considering the circumstances of the
present -m. I t seems plain to me, on a number of, different
grounds, that anything in the nature of forced confessions is inbinsically impossible. In respect of most of the accused, it must
be remembered that we are c o n s i d e ~ gthe case of stubborn and
infinitely experienced revolutionaries, men who knew from the
best of d sources, that of personal contact, most kinds of prisms
* and most kinds of investigations, and who were also fully acquainted above alI with the mentality and outlook of the au.thorities who were deal& with this case. If it were the practice of the
People's Commissariat for Home Affairs, which has taken over
the staff and the functions of the G.P.U., to' extract confessions
. by false. promises of lenient treatment (which I do not know
and do not believe, but which others who equally do not know
- are at liberty to believe), surely no one would be better able to
estimate the complete worthlessness of such a promise under the
circumstances of this case than the experienced revolutionaries
whom I saw in the dock. If, again, {t were the practice of this
'department
to attempt to extract confessions by yiolence (which
,
I do not think any competent observer believes) no one would be '
better able than these men to support the violence and subsequently to expase it before the world in the sure hope of discredit-,
ing their egemies and gaining-sympathy for themselves. If any
trickery or deceit, simple or complicated, were employed in a.
effort to trap any of these men into confession, surely they would
!i- ,
be better fitted than any one else on earth to detect and circum
'
vent the plot.
1
It was, mor&ver, obvious to any one who watched the proceed,-
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ings in court that the confessions as made orally in court could
not possibly have been concocted or rehearsed. Such a farce
would doubtless not be beyond the mental powers of normal men
to stage in the case of a small set of well-defined facts, which
could be memorized by one or two people and parroted without
any basis of truth. But in the present case sixteen men were
involved, and dozens of conversations and incidents spread over
years and over thousands of miles, now one, now another, or
two or three or more of the accused being involved. I doubt
whether, even if they had to deal with the relatively slow tempo
of an English trial, more than one or two of the accused could
successfully master the3 r6le in such a farce without betraying
the whole thing; certainly sixteen could not hope to do so. But,
in fact, the proceedings behre a Soviet court move with great
rapidity, due partly to the lack of formality, partly to the judges
not having to take long notes, and partly to the absence of a
jury; and the proceedings in this case were no exception to the
rule. And in the middle of the examination of one of the accused,
when he said something that implicated another or denied something to which another had previously testified, that other would
come to his feet spontaneously or would be called upon by the
prosecutor, and then and there the point would be fought out
with a quick cross-fire of question and answer, assertion and
counter-assertion. Months of rehearsal by the most competent
actors could not have enabhd false participants in such a contest
to last ten minutes without disclosing the falsity;, nor indeed
would any stage manager risk a breakdown by allowing the farce
to play so quickly. The employment of this procedure ( n o r d ,
of course, in the Soviet Union), without the keenest critic findirig
a false note, is a most convincing demonstration of the genuineness
of the case. (I observe in one eminent newspaper the statement
that the accused seemed to be repeating a well-learned lesson as
if hypnotized; but I am unable to understand how any correspondent, however far away he was from the court-room, can
have obtained such an impression. I am more impressed by the
Moscow correspondent of a Conservative Sunday paper, who
C

I1

.>:

reported: "It is futile to think the trial was staged and the
. The Government's case against the defendAnother point of some substance in favor of the genuineness
the confessions is the complete dsbence of that very usual
feature of proceedings in most countries (including England) in
which it is common to allege that confessions have been improperly
obtained: to wit, the attempt by the a'ccused at some stage of the
tr$l to withdraw all or part of his confession. One may repeat
*t if either intelligence or courage were needed for such withdrawal, the accused io ' this case possessed both. If experience
or common sense were needed to make char to the accused that,
so long as their confessions stood unwithdrawn and unchallenged,
the chances of, at any rate, most df them escaping the death
penalty were infinitesimal, they, above all, possessed it. And it
is worth while realizing the number of opportunities they had to
make such a withdrawal. They could have done so after the
indictment was read. If they chose to let that pass, they were
each of them separately examined during the first three days, and
could have made any withdrawal-then. Moreover, th~oughout
those examinations, each of the accused was allowed to come to
his feet and address the court almost whenever he liked and for
as long as he liked, whilst one of the other accused was r e a p
under examination, to explain, or contradict, or amplify, or modify.
Further, when these examinations were over, and before the
prosecutor's final speech, each of the sixteen defendants was called
upon, in accordance with the usual procedure, to state his defense.
Natwally and reasonably enough, as they were not in the St~ict
sense making a defense at all, and as the universal rule of Soviet
procdure gives accused persons always the right to the last word, '
they preferred not to say anything at that stage, when the prosecute; would have the full opportunity to answer anything they
put forward, but to r.eserve what they wanted to say until their
"last word" should come. And, finally, when' the prosecutor had
made his final speech, vigorous 'in substance, however quiet and
well-controlled in form, each one of the sixteen had the right of

the'last word, the right' to address the court freely and a t any
length he desired. They exercised this right, of course. Some _ '
of them spoke briefly, some at length; some addressed themselves
to the court, as it was the& duty to do; some turned quite frankly
away from thexourt and addressed the public in the body of the
hall, without being called -to order for dohig so; interruptions of
these speeches by the court or the prosecutor certainly did not
take up one-tenth of one per cent of the time. If, with all these
successive opportunities, these resourceful and experienced, and,
however criminal, brave' men did not even suggest (except to the
extent that Holzman at the outset stated that he, like Smirnoff,
denied direct complicity in terrorist acts, although during the
i6vestigation he had admitted it) that they desired to withdraw
any part of their confessions, or that anything improper had gone
to their procuring (and &t it be remembered .that if the oldfashioned trick of getting A to confess by telling him that B has
already confessed were employed, and were not detected at the
time, it would inevitably lie detected at the hearing); and if,
above all, this attitude of making no withdrawal continued at the
&d of the case, when the prosecutor had very 'emphatically asked
for the death sentence as 'to all the accused, and the whole nature
of the case made it impossible, save perhaps for one or two of
them, to cherish the slightest hope of leniency, surely the inference & inevitable that they confessed because they were1 guilty,
.and without threats or promises, or third degree. Where is there
any justification for the assertion of one well-known critic %t the
confessions were ttworthless in the circumstances"?' I t is, above
all, the circumstances t h 2 demonstrate how they must be genuine.
bWhY are we not to assume, of such men as these, that if they said
nothing against the Government. and against the investigators,
and nothing in favor of themselves, it was because there was,
nothing to be said? And where, we may ask still more cogently,
is there any ground for the categorical assertion that comes from
' one v w d i s t i n w e d quarter, that the "confessions were extracted
by means which have not yet been properly disclosed"? I unders&nd .how,it i$ con&velY, assu~ned,without proof, that the con-
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f&&ons were !'extracted," -use

e&nce
has taught me.hors
oddly even intel~i~ent'people
d
l reason; but what is this com=
plaint of n m - ~ & u r e ? The accused, of course, might have
disdosed how they came to confess; indeed, they did in effect
.,
disclose that they confessed because l&!y were guilty and could
-.
not hope ,to escape conviction. But apparently this critic demands that the means of ingestigation employed should be p u b
:
lished to the world. Is it part of the dqty of the judicial author&
ti& to publish reports showing exactiy how they have conducted
. preliminary investigations of which the persons who are at once
most interested and best informed, viz. the accused, make no
complaint? Can he tell us of any case in any country
has been done, or even demanded? He is far too e
and intelligent to make observations that have no meaning; but I
have great difficulty in understanding what is the real meaning
of this one. .
But the reasons for rejecting these criticisms have not even
now been wholly stated. There remains an answer which requires
little care to s&e it and to understand it, but which, when that
care is taken, is perhaps as convincing as any that has yet been
stated. That answer is to be found ih a study of the more or 1
immediate past history of four of the accused, Zinoviev, Kamen
Yefdokimov, and ' Bakaief. The circumstances of this
demonstrate that these four men possessed, and exercised
important ckcumstances, the tactical#wisdom, when confront
4
t
h evidence which clearly implicated them, to confess exac
what they could not evade, and no more, however much mor
they might in 'fact have done.
in the present case, of course,. confronted with the evid
they all' confessed to being directly implicated in the murder
. . Kirov at Leningrad in ~eeember1934; but it is important
follow the history of the discovery of their guilt, and of
confessibn of it, stage by stage. The first judicial proceeding m
respect of Kirov's death was institu,ted by an indictment presented
pithe 25th December, 1934, against the actual murderer and
.scqe a i r t a n
-&rectl. implicated; in that indict-'
-
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ment none of these four persons was included (although investigations into their activities were being pursued), since evidence .
implicating them was nut forthcoming.
The more extreme critics might perhaps pause at this stage to
consider the weight of these facts. If the views which they put
forward so readily, although without any apparent ground, about
Soviet procedure were correct, if Stalin and his associates were
the sort of persons who would readily engage in a conspiracy'
to procure the judicial murder of their old rivals, and if confessions
were as easily obtained as the critics suggest, surely a little thing
like the absence of evidence would not have deterred the prosecuting authorities at that stage. They suspected the four men;
their confession, conviction, and punishment at that time would
have been of the greatest possible value from the point of view
of prestige and propaganda; and the moment was psychologically
the most favorable imaginable for unscrupulous men to engineer
the elimination of opposition. Such men as the critics suggest
that Stalin is, would not have hesitated for a moment; they would
have procured a confession, a simple enough task. I t only involved a promise of leniency; or some simple trick like telling
each of them that the other has confessed; or a dose of the famous
drug invented by one of the more unscrupulous of *e slanderers
at the time of the Metro-Vickerd trial, which compels men to tell
the truth, or to tell a lie, or anyhow to tell something; a little
hypnotism, or a little torture; or a simple fabrication of evidence.
I t would seem, indeed, that nothing but a desire to administer
justice fairly and properly could have hindered them. Nevertheless, in sober fact, the Soviet authorities, just as if they were
civilized people, having no evidence against the four men, did not
then indict them; and, as there was no evidence with which to
confront them, the four did not of course confess. (Zinoviev,
indeed, sent to Pravda a somewhat fulsome obituary on the man
in whose murder he was later to admit direct complicity, but it
was not printed.) Soon after the trial of the fourteen persons,
however, the investigating authorities discovered further facts,
and on the 13th' January, 1935, the four men, with others, were
15
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b&td
the crime involved in thek m~mbersbip&f the
COW &nter" of a terrorist utg@+sttq
.in touch 'with the u~n'md'
. grad center" which had been responsible for the murder of Kirov.
T h e was still nothing to shon that my of them had consented .
to or given instructions for the murder; and, confronted.withLw h t . 1
evidence there was then available, t h e m men deliberately, and
no doubt very wisely, confedd to what could be proved-ti, far .
,
less, of course, than was subsequentlys+discovered.Zinoviev in his
confession stigmatized the persons who were then already imp1icated in b e Kirov murder as degenerate miscreants, and Kamenev.
called them a gang of bandits, thus carefully circumscribing their
confessions. Thky were not even then sentenced to' death, as they
might have bkn, but to iinprisonment; so far as z~loviev'and
Kamenev were concerned, it is pot wfair to attribute tbis lenieny,
to respect for their great,s e ~ c e sto the revolution, but it is to be .
rem'embered that this and many other instances of leniency to-. f'
wards these two men and their assdate is inconsistent with the
suggestion (hat excuses were being sought to destroy them. They
were probably never of less weight as a &rious political opposition,, '
whatever their danger as inciters to individual assassination, than
they were in 1936. There seems no reason to doubt either the
truth of the .confessions of January- 1935 or the propriety *of the
investigations which led to them; and if that is so it ~ difficult ta
see why such doubts should be entertained about the confessions ,
'
,of 1936, or the methods of obtaining them. They seem but a con-'
sistent following, by clear and cool-headed men, of a prudent .
course; let the investigators show them what can be proved, and
,
they will confess that and no more.
I am nearly at the end of my discussion of the first
criti- "
'
cis*; but before I part with it .I should add a point which' is ''
Wgely one of personal impression, although it need not for thd "
reason be wholly unimportant. At the hearing I studied over long
periods the'demeanor of the defkdants. They were an interest- : . ingly varied group One looked
a Germah watch-maker,-one
, B e a book-keeper, one like an intelligent German.prince, onti like
-. ,anEngW camdry officer9one lihe a pq%ot, one like a popdar
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actor, *onelibe en hBipiness man. But
of them, at evwy :,
s q e , save twe9.of the fiVe l a g days of the-hearing &owed a .
damplete absence of fesr,,.or embbrasment. The h w a r d face,
the twitching hand, the &zed expression, the bandaged head, L
l i o r d ormments of the prisoners'' dock in too many modem , :4
jurisdictions, are? all alike absent. As soon as one entered the
court, one was struck by their apparent ease. Treated with
,
courtesy and patience e q W y by the court, the prosecutor, the
guards, (even strolling out of court for a few moments when they
wished), they spoke up freely when they wanted to, disputed
pinor and major points of difference with one another fith vigor
if not violence of speech, and displayed no signs of pressure or
repression. The two stag@ at which, as I have mentioned, this
was not wholly the cese were natural enough, the one coming
during the. strong final speech of the prosecutor, and the other
during the accused's o m h s t words. In the first of these, always
a depressing perid for the weused in any criminal case, four 'or
fivi o£ the a c c d sat-witlatheir eyes closed or their heads in their
hands, .not fidgeting but rather drearily motionless. The joumalr ists present vsried in tbeir dews as to whether they were sleeping,
or merely b o d , or-greatly affected. ' For my part, as. a lawyer,
.
I was satisfied that -they ~ere~mdergoing
the experience of mmy '
~c~
persons; however de%r:lythey might have thought before
'that they realizedfthe strength of the case against them and the
peril of 'their:position, the final speech of the prosecutor was
bound- to make that redbation more clear and more depressi&.
In tbe other stage, the-final .speeches of -the defendants, it was
natwral emugh to find that some of them, but some only, w q
somewhat affected by emation.
,On the whole, then, exami@g the two main and, at first blush,
most weighty aitidams with all the care b d skill that I can
c o m d , I. codes that I can find no solid ground for either
of them. '
both in' their testimony during :
'It is noticeable, of coarse,
tb&.miamination by Vyshbk3p and in their "last words," most
.$
ofIthe a c d , .altbugh speaking naturally, freely a d
if
"
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spontanbusly, did make their confessions with an almost abject
and exuberant completeness. This strikes English observers, particularly those accustomed to judge a v form of procedure by the
simple test of its resemb1qnce to or difference from the elaborate
and cautious procedure of the English courts, as very curious,
indeed, as "un-English"; and they are apt to go on from that to
conclude that this very feature constitutes evidence that the confessions were in some way not genuine. But, apart altogether
from the extreme danger of judging persons of different temperaments as if they had the good fortune to be English, it has to be
realized that all the pretty formidable arguments already advanced to show that the accused were in truth guilty operate with
equal strength here; for if they were guilty their confessions were
not false, however fulsome. This of itself really eliminates any
improbability derived from the fulsome manner in which the confessions were delivered in court. And it must be remembered of
Zinoviev and Kamenkv, too, that their confessions in I 935, equally
genuine, although incomplete, had been equally fulsome. It is,
in truth, largely a difference of outlook and temperament, and I
have certaidy noticed similar abjectness of confession in ordinary
non-political cases of relative rcnimpmtance in U.S.S.R. One notices that the language of self-accusation was more complete and
abject in the "last words" than it had been earlier, in the course
of the examinations; and this is, I think, natural and consistent.
At the time of the examinations, when the demeanor of the accused
was noticeabry bright and unembarrassed, they still had the interest and stimulus derived from the not unsubstantial conflicts
bekeen some of them as to the respective degrees of guilt to be
borne by each other, and as to the accuracy of their 'respective
testimonies on points involving two or three or more of them, and
the case had not then gone far enough to deprive all of them of
all reasonable hope of escaping death. In the latter stage, however, after the emphatic speech of Vyshinsky, and after four long
days of heqhg, when such disputes as there were had. sorted
themselves out, and there was little room left for doubt or hope,
the natural reaction (in the absence of any reasonable possibility
-

IB

#
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of putting up a fight on any question either of principle or of
detail) would be towards a more comgete unburdening of every
one's mind. Whatever impression may be made on the purely
English mind by this curious psychical attitude, it seems difficult
on full consideration to s& how it can, in the light of all the
circumstances of the present case, convince any observer of the
fdsity of the confession, of the innocence of the accused, or of the
existence of any impropriety in the preliminary examination\ of the
accuse&
The next criticism that should be dealt with can be answered
more shortly. It takes the form, briefly, that the whole story is
simply incredible, and that nobody, least of all old revolutionaries,
could possibly have behaved as these nien are said to have behaved. There would be some weight in this argument if the men
had denied the charge, andathe evidence in support of it had
proved to be weak; but in the circumstances I hope I shall not be
thought flippant if I say that it reminds me of the man who, when
first confronted with the ~ r & dCanal at Venice in a beautiful
sunset, bluntly said that he did ,not believe it. The odd thing,
moreover, about this criticism is that it comes mainly from people
who for years have been sa&ng that both the Government of
Soviet Russia and its economjg conditions are so bad, and its
people in such a state of seethipg revolt, that only the most ruthless employment of force prevents a revolutionary outbreak at any
moment. Such critics should surely receive news of plots to
murder the heads of such a Government as the most natural and
inevitable thing in the world, instead of offering a blank incredulity
which at once insults the Soviet judicial authorities and evidences
the critics' real belief in the stabilty of the Soviet Government.
Still, it is well to answer the criticism by reasoning, so far as it
is solid enough to admit of such treatment. In the first place,
surely the most skeptical examination imaginable of the evidence
available, both within the limits of this case and without, must
convince any one that Trotskyite and Zinovievite centers or
groups of a more or less conspiratorial character have been in
existence for some time; and the real question is as to how far
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idat&;
qugsth tlvit Some af thgn wef.C'pkw
to,gu, and did go, o, far as to a r - b g q for and &him&the
of Kirov; and if m e b e s a-t
also of the conf&lis
the maas of genuinely corrc@wBtive evidence which,
above mentioned, can be deduced frqp the indictment,&dlfr&. .
I such evidence as was actually bmug~lroutin court, there is* good1
deal to, show that *the terrorist consp&&y*did exist; and one-does
, hot neid to be a +studentof psychology to realize ,how f&, over
- Long periods, a frustrated longing 'for power, or a s e w of injustice
or defeat, will ultimately 'demo~1ize~ambitious
men. In the absence of confession. or proof i t would seem prima ' facie unlikely,
*@ugh
not impossible, that such h
e
n &auld go so far in defiance of Marxian doctrine and oficommon humanity-about as
. unlikely, perhaps, aa it was in igr3 that, Carson and Smith md
otbera should apparently be prepared to commit high tream4;
bat'confegiun and corrobtation 'at not absent.' The.most
I repudiation of this criticism9how&er, seems to me to lie in &imp,
taat it is surely not merey unlikely but utterly imposdbli &i.
any iafelIigent group of pawns-jhaged in the governrn* pff
country should let loose all the fears and doubts, the heart-s6mthin@ and. mitidam, the innumerAb misunderstandin&s 'ad hisreprksentatiompthat must foll6k in the train of a w e yuck ss:
' *is, bn any ground whatsoever deer than that the co&piracy VF&
'
clearly and definitely s h o d to e$st by the evidence fin&$ for*
wmhg. It is worth while pausing here to consider for a m o m 0
*' : the*internal p o l i w setting idto which the dkodiery of' this c q i i
spiracy has intruded (or, to take the extreme critics' point; of vi&i
hm
w
h
i the soviet ~ovcmmedtregardless of morals m camn&
, honesfy or its o m reputation, has s t a g d a ghastJy farcegein
whkb
and gathers that the sixteen men.volunteer& to play
f~r&
sole or main purpose of datroyisrg the sixteep men).
union has recently,
in pa**
in this pte~ehtyear of ;rg3(~,
. 'eatetd upon B hew phase not merely of ei=ogpmic'.bu! .W-&,
, - :: pbiitid advancement. &onor.&Glg9
its s&a+rd of:li&
Stpp
': ,3fPkin *gmp&wa to t&se Of s~&a]: of
+we fuf.&$it
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tries, is nevertheless almost miraculous in comparison to what it
'
was two decades back, and is almost incredible even in comparison
to two years ago. Politically, such an event as the complete and
unreserved concesson of the franchise to all members of the "deprived" classes, which friendly critics thought and $oped might
come about in the next eight or ten years, will almost ce~tainly
be accomplished before 1936 is gone. Direct election by secret
ballot, right through the whole series of Soviets and other bodies
so long elected by the indirect system, is also pretty certain to
come this year. Moreover, both in the administrative and in the
judicial sphere, concessions have been or are being made which,
taken as a whole, amount to a very great surrender of executive
power. (One knows that few Governments have ever surrendered
willingly any part of their executive power, be it large or be it
small, and that almost every Government in the world to-day is
seeking to e n l q e its executive powers.) Such further points as
freedom of speeob and assembly, freedom from arrest, and inviolability of correspondence, are also at any rate formally a matter of early concession. These proposals and tendencies, in the
existing world-political situatien, constitute an almost defiant assertion in the face of the world that the Soviet Union is politically
and economically so stable that it no longer needs any exceptional
executive power to safeguard itself, the long and stubborn, if
circumscribed, heresies of the Trotskyite and Zinovievite fractions
having apparently come to an end, the bulk of their leaders, even
those involved in grave counter-revolutionary activities, havbg
recanted fully and publicly, and been forgiven and .reinstated in
the Communist party. A summer sky indeed, one in which no one
could want a thunderstorm, in which no one would, above all, at- ,
tempt to precipitate a thunderstorm. Suddenly, tragically, the
storm bursts; the recantations are seen to have been false, and the
heretics are shown to have taken advantage of their reinstatement,
n i t merely to continue propaganda for their point of view (thus
das almost forcing the Government to wonder whether lenient
treatment of hostile elements was not a mistake after all, and
whether it would not be compelled in the i n t e k t s of public kfety

to re-investigate the activities of all known or suspected exTrotskyites and ex-Zinovievites at present holding responsible
posts in different parts of the country), but also to conspire actively
to bring about the assassination of a number of the principal leaders of the count* in a fashion likely tbbroduce the maximum of
confusion, terror and bloodshed, for the sole purpose of them- ?
selves seizing power. Surely even the worst paranoiacs and
morphiomaniacs of Central Europe would appear to be mild and -,
sober citizens in comparison to the rulers of a great country whowould at such a time announce the discovery of such a conspiracy
and proceed to the- public trial of the conspirators on any ground
',
other than the overwhelmingly compelling one that the facts were
there, the conspiracy proved, and the nettle had to be grasped.
I can now turn to .the criticisms &at are not unfairly to be irnplied from the telegram which was sent by the Labor and Socialist International and the International Federation of Trade Unions
to the Council of People's Commiparies of U.S.S.R. just before
the trial. What these two bodies think right to state on such a
matter calls for the most respectful consideration. They begin
by expressing their regret that this.&ial should be held just at the
time of the grave struggle in Spain, which the whole Socialist world
.
is watching with such anxiety. In-this particular point, they find
themselves in some degree of harmony with much criticism from .
capitalist quarters, which inquires-why the trial should be held at
this particular moment. I am as capable as most men of thinking
out an obscure reason for something, and ignoring the obvious one;
,.
but why it should be thought that the prosecution was launched
just at the time it was, for any other reason than that the evi- ;,
dence had not been discovered earlier but had been discovered -.:
then, I *donot know. I presume that, when they sent this tele- 'j
gram, they were not acting on the assumption that the whole
'i
charge and trial were bogus; and, if I am right in that, what do
.!
they mean by their remarks? Do they mean that, however grave . -:
the offense, and however cogent the evidence, the case should not .
be tried at all, but the potential assassins should be left free whilst
'
ordinary criminals go to prison? Or do they mean that the trial

'
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should be postponed from month to month and even from year to
year, whilst the prisoners remain in a remand prison, until there
is nothing in the troubled atmosphere of Europe to make a trial
inopportune in the eyes of the draftsmen of the telegram? Such
a delay would not merely run counter to the incessant efforts of
the judicial authorities throughout the Union to insure cases being investigated and brought to trial promptly; it would also excite the indignation of all liberal democracies. Surely either of the
-two possible meanings of this part of the telegram has little basis
in common sense or in law. I t can only be additional proof of the
genuineness of the case, if additional proof be needed, that the
trial does come at the time of Spain's agony. If and only if the
charges were in any way staged or fabricated, the stage manager
would find i t easy to select the production date.
The authors of the telegram then proceed to demand that "judicial guarantees" or "legal guarantees" be given. The implication
must be that unless some powerful outside influence is brought to
bear, the trial will be an unjudicial and improper proceeding; and,
indeed, one of the authors has since stated that the meaning was
+at the case "ought to be tried in accordance with the ordinary
canons of justice and humanity." I confess that I find this request, and the criticism implied' in it, very difficult indeed to justify. The Soviet Union is a civilized country, with a developed
legal system, and some very fine lawyers and jurists. Its criminal
procedure is at least the equal of that of very many other countries. There was not and is not, in my humble opinion, the
slightest ground for fearing that, in any public trial (and it was
announced from the outset that this trial would be public), it
would deviate from civilized procedure. I am aware that provisions exist in its procedure for secret trials, and for the withholding of counsel and witnesses for the defense in secret trials
for counter-revolutionary offenses. I regret the existence of such provisions, and have never concealed my regret. Defenders of
the Soviet system can, of course, urge in defense that every country in the world provides in greater or less degree for secret trial,
and that the practice of 'depriving a prisoner, arraigned on charges
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-treason or similar offenses, of the right to counsel or wit-

n-,,

has prevailed in a great many countries and a great many

ages; they could even say that this' practice lasted for some
centuries in England. But in truth all that is not to the point;
for in this public trial there was never any intention of depriving, and I think that there was not d e n any procedural opportunity to deprive, the accused either of counsel or of the right to
make their defense or to call witnesses if they desired. There is
now, normally, no difference whatever in the procedure in public
tiials between ~ l i t i c a and
l non-political cases; the right to counsel in public trials is universal, and is a real, not merely a theoretical right, because a prisoner's poverty cannot prevent him
having counsel as of right. . The independence of judges and advocates is being constantly increased, and already compares
favorably with that prevailing in many European countries.
There was surely no reason for the authors of the telegram to &sume that the defendants would not be given the fullest opportqnity to employ counsel, to call witnesses, and to make their
defense, exactly as they wished. If the anxiety of the draftsmen
of the telegram was not so much eo a specific matter of allowhg
counseI or a defense, but was more in the nature of an appeal to
the Council of People's Commissaries (the Executive), to secure
a fair trial of the accused by the judiciary, I suggest that it was
really a most ill-advised communication. Every foreign critic
who has studied the soviet legal system has reported that, taken
as a whole, it is good and fair; every one who studies it at
knows that year by year it progresses steadily towards greater
facilities for the prisoner, greater independence of judges and
counsel, and greater technical efficiency. Even with tho difficulties
which must always exist in securing a fair trial in political u ~ s ,
where the feelingseof every one must be deeply enpaged (mculties which are, of course, far smaller when the jury system is
not in vogue), why should it, once again, be assumed that everyt@ng is being and will be done wrong. Such an attitude from a
Press lord suffering fm acute Communistophobia, which is the
modern equivalent 'of the horror felt by out respirtable grand- .
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fbtbrs ,in the 'eighties wben ,they heard of men who VQK-,
$?
Radical, kcdd be quite comprehensible; but it is regrettable to
'4
find anything like it in Socialist quarters. To put the matter kt
its lowest, the self-interest of the Soviet Government would surely
insure that a public trial at,this time on a charge of the greatest
.
gavity, brought against old servants of the revolution, would be
held with the fullest possible degree of fairness.
I might diverge for a moment here to point out that the statem b t that the defendants were not allowed counsel appea.redrin.
several English newspapers, including the one that wzs obviously
the fairest ,of aU in its attitude, whilst the statement also ap!ared in reputable papers that they were not allowed to make a
defense. These two statements, or rather misstatements (for
there is clearly no foundatim for them), must plainly be bona
fi& errors, and I can well imagine that they may have colored
the whole feelings and attitude of commentators; so, perhaps,
~ n c eagain in journalistic history, a pure error has led people,
acting in the utmost good faith, to a line of criticism which they .
would nevef otherwise have adopted. In truth, of course, the
accused were at liberty to make any defense they liked; two qf
them did make or attempt a defense as to part of @e charges,
as I have already stpted, and etherwise they all elected not to do
so. They all expressly renounced, counsel; and I do not think
that counsel, howevef eminent, could have done more for them
,
thaa tbey did for themselves. To put up a defense in the strict
sense R&S opel less; the only thing that could possibly do any
good was to make a strong ha1 speech, and all or almost all of
the defendants were men of considerable education and mental
alertness, and very b e speakers.
, Returnin'g to @is not unimportant telegram, we find next a
rduest that the accused shall be allowed counsel who shali be
"independent of 'the Government." We are entitled to assume
bw1edge in the authors that the accused were entitled to counsel,
sa &at the whole emphasis of the request obviously falls on the
, point of "being independent of .the Government."
Counsel in
'U.S.S.R. are not g8~ernmemtsm&ts, but one must obyiously
.
*
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look to substance and not to form, and I take it that the implied
or hinted meaning is that, unless some special precautions are
taken, any counsel whom the accused might select would, either
out of fear of the Government or out of deference to popular
feeling, not "pull his weight" for his clieqts. That suspicion of my
much-maligned profession is entertaBed, I suppose, in every
country in every political case, and perhaps in non-political cases
too. There is never as much in it as laymen suspect; there is
perhaps more in it than honest lawyers believe. Whether. there is
anything in it in U.S.S.R. or not is, of course, not easy to say;
all that I can contribute to its elucidation is that I hivestigated
it with care four years ago and came to the conclusion that a
political defendant had as good a chance of getting reliable counsel in U.S.S.R. as anywhere else (see Twelve Studies in Soviet
Rzessia, p. 159; and S. and B. Webb's Soviet Communism, p.
138). I may, of course, have been wrong, although I do not
think I was. If I was right the request in the telegram was unnecessary, and to that extent somewhat insulting. But the more
important question arises if one assumes that I was wrong, and
that any counsel the accused could find would not in the effective sense be "independent." What is the good of the request in
that case? what is the use of asking the executive of the U.S.S.R.
to p~ovidefrom among the available group of lawyers who are
in effect afraid of it some one who will ndt be afraid of it? If
after all these years of experience, the skillful, talented and
courageous counsel whom I have been honored to meet in Moscow
are frightened of the Government, what assurances can the Government possibly give to them or to the accused (or to the
authors of the telegra&) which will eliminate all their fears? I
understand, indeed, .that one of the authors of the telegram so far
agrees in the existence of this difficulty that he has subsequently
stated that what he had in mind was the admission of, some foreign counsel. To that, I think, two observations may1fairll be
made: the first is that I do not know how the recipients of the
telegram could possibly be expected to read that meaning into
it; and the second, that I do not know where in the world outside
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U.S.S.R. one could hope to find a counsel whose grasp of Russian
would be .perfect enough to enable him to take part in a trial
that moved so quickly, and who would be able to understand ,
the atmosphere of the case sufficiently to be of the slightest real 5 -.
use to his clients.
$>I
The next request to be found in the telegram is that no death
sentences be "promulgated." Doubtless, owing to questions of
translation, it is not clear whether the request is that the court <+;
bi'
should not pronounce the sentence or merely that no sucli sen- &<:
tence should be carried out. The former request would mean that
the executive Government was being asked to interfere with the
judiciary and arrange that, in the event of the prisoners pleading F
&
&%
guilty or being convicted, the judges should not pass a sentence g&
which it was part of their authority to pass if they thought fit; the
latter would be more in the nature of an appeal for leniency. Now,
let me say at once that I hate the death penalty. (I thought, in- ,;:$
deed, in my simplicity, that every one did, until I had the opportunity of observing the attitude and behavior of a good many Members of Parliament when any suggestion was made for its abolition
in England.) But this request is made in a world where most States
still retain the death penalty for some offenses; and if there ever
were a case in which any State which still kept upon its statute
book provision for inflicting such a penalty would be likely to
inflict it, it is a case of a treasonable conspiracy to murder the
hdf-dozen principal members of the Government. And the
regrettable probability, or virtual certainty, that most States
' would inflict the penalty in such a case would only be increased
by the circumstances that most of the men involved were men
who had been forgiven and reinstated in the Party and in important posts once, twice, thrice, after expressing regret for past disloyalty and offering the most sweeping assurances as to their
future conduct, intending all the time to use the opportunities thus
secured to continue terrorist conspiracies against the State. Most
States would, I feel, think this request was in truth a piece of
impertinence.
Lastly, we find in the telegram a request that no procedure
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which excludes the right of appeal. qPmis
sounds eminently reasonable, but in truth it is not so very reasonable. Soviet legal procedure provides a pretty full range of
appeals in criminal cases, more than the majority of countries
and certainly more than England or the8BritishEmpire generally.
There is, I think, only one court in the whole Union from which
there is no appeal, apart from a petition for clemency; that is the
highest court of all, the Supreme Court of U.S.S.R. Appeals
have to stop somewhere in this case they stop at the top. In
some countries it happens that the highest of all the courts has
! only appellate jurisdictibn; in others it has some first-instance
tries of both kinds will no doubt
be regarded as equally civilized The Soviet Union happens to
be one of those countries in which the Supreme Court has a
' certain amount of first-instance jurisdiction; and to that court
cases of the type with which we are dealing here are invariably
taken at first instance, for the very good reaion that it is thought
that the most important cases should go to the most highly qualified court. As an incidental result, there is no appeal to another
court; and in those circumstances.f;hisparticgar request is made.
Did the authors of the telegram know the practice? If they did
:not, then surely they should not have sent such la telegram, implying an insufficient system of courts, without informing themselves. If they did, then what were they asking the U.S.S.R.
Government to do? To erect a new special court of appeal
above their existing Supreme Court? Or to arrange that the case
should be specially tried in an inferior court; in order that there
might then be an opportunity of carrying it at second or later
it should normally go at first instance? Such a request in such circumstances naturally gives
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it was known could not be granted, in order to .found plausible
but unjustified criticism. And such suspicion is all the more
likely to be entertained when the United Front movement in
England is alarming the right-wing Labor movement almost as
much as it is alarming the Press lords.

-

There r&
one critam c h g from a responsible quarter
which is at once of considerable iplportance and to me almost
incomprehensible; i t is to the effect that it "is puzzling to know
why the opposition was brutally crushed" before the brhgbg
into force of the new draft Constitution, which has been (as is
usual under the Soviet "dictatorship") the subject of wide public .
discussion for some months and will presumably be brought into
actual force in November n e t . All that need be said of this
Constitution here
that both in its spirit and in its actual
provisions it goes a very long way further on the pretty rapid,
although necessarily long, journey of the new State along the
r o d to the fuller establishment of that personal freedom and
security to which many of us attach very great importance. Now,.
the critic inquires why the opposition was brutally crushed just
at this moment., I have already stated at length the grounds, to
my niincl overwhelming, for holding that the proceedings can
only )hirve been launched for the most genuine and cogent reasons; but I do not understand why the detection and punishment
of a conspiracy for multiple assassination should be described as
the. bktd crushing of the opposition, merely because the conspiracy was opposed to the Government and several of the consp$at,ots had in the past been among the leaders of the opposition.
Why w e we to assume that men guilty of conspiracy to murder
are -shot because they are or were in oppdsition rather than
because they are g 3 t y of conspiracy to murder? If three
or four Yofishiremen were hanged for murder, would t&
critic regard it as an attack on the Three Ridings? I t should
dot be overlooked, either, that if the more important Bf these
men be regarded as "the ~pposition'~
which is not unreasonable,
they .are rather the opposition of the past than of the future.
They had been definitely proved to 'be wrong in the controversy
which had made them p t o an opposition; they had been, instead
of being aushed, forgiven over and over again, as if no one
wanted to be harsh to them; md as an opposition they were
perhaps less to be feared than at any previous time. If, of course,
the critic described their e ~ ~ t i o nthis curio;wdy specialized
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way because he m t s to suggest that the charge was faked, I have
dealt with that point already. If he does not suggest that, the
only other meaning that I can think of is that he takes the view
that leaders of the opposition, because it is the opposition, ought
to escape the consequences of their crime, in order that they may
continue to function as the oppositiog' I take it that this cannot seriously be meant, and yet I do not know what other meaning can be attached to it. But I am puzzled in any case as to
why the critic should think there must be some connection between the prosecution and the new Constitution. Does he really
think that the whole opposition has +en murdered in order that
an apparently "liberal" Constitution k y be introduced by cynical
murderers in the certainty that there 'will never be any opposition to which any one need be libyal? Surely, to put the argument on the lowest plane, he would'credit to the experienced men
in the Government of U.S.S.R. the knowledge that the murder of
part or even all of the leaders of an opposition group is no
guarantee that there will never be another opposition, especially
in a country which is known to have had, almost all through
its nineteen years, continuous and healthy differences in its Government and its Party on substantial questions of policy. For
myself, I prefer to see in the present position a much more encouraging feature, .namely, that the Soviet Government, undeterred by its knowledge of the conspiracies just unearthed, is going
forward unperturbed in the introduction of its new Constitution
because it really believes both in the
of that Constitution, in its own fundamental stability, and in the support of the
great msss of the people. I am moved indeed to wonder whether,
among all the Governments in this tortured world, there are more
than one or two who would not, in these circumstances, have put
back the clock of progress a decade or two by announcing that
the advances proposed in the draft Constitution towards freedom
of speech, freedom of the Press, inviolability of the person and of
the home, secrecy of correspondence, secret ballot, direct election
and other advantages, are shown by recent events to have been
premature and must be postponed, and that the strong arm of the
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must once again be reiGforted ra&Br ihan waordb to deal effectively with the dangers exemplified byt&&con-:,:.
' spiracy. Historians may yet have occasion to 'praise the Soviet" ":
Union for having held steadfastly on the path to persona5 free- - ,,
dom at this time.
I should perhaps notice one other suggestion that has been put :
:'
forward, to the effect that the conspiracy was invented by the
-'.
Government, and the trhl staged, in order to divert the attentions
of a supposedly anxlCo~s
people from the fact that - for a period .
-{$
in the hot summer of 1936 the increase of industrial production
:A'
'.J
, has been proceeding r a t h e r . 1 ~
rapidly than was expected. One
,.? f,
could write a long answer & that somewhat fantastic suggestion,
- but it can perhaps be left:-to- answer itself.
.+
Perhaps I may be forgiven if I say two things in clcising. The
lk
first is to draw attention f * .the almost complete absence from
..?:I
.
the more hostile criticisms of any expression of sympathy or
'regret a t finding the men wbo have for some years been guiding
this tremendous new State through a whole series of great struggles and advances menaced by the asassin's bullet with apparently .iio better motive than to get the job of government transferred to some one else 'Ilk second is to remind readers that,
'+
.
wheniin 1933 Dimitroff and his friends were about to be tried
$.I Germany on the charge of *d;ming the Reichstag, and certain
. penops. outside Germany; instead of publishing half-informed
'criticisms on h e charge and the procedure, spent some days ip
London pxiblicly investipting the facts with the assistance of
material witnesses, in order that criticism might be well' infomed,
the very people who are now most vigorous and not too well in-. fonaed in their attacks on the Soviet Union, strongly assailed -the
.
holders of the inquify in London on the ground that they were
unjus'tifiably interfering in the domestic affairs of a fore@ coun,
tqh But now none of these crikcs seem to think it an unjustifiable interference with the dotnestc affairs of the Soviet Union
to subject it to a storm of often ill-informed and hostqe criticism.
- @'it,becauseit is a soviet ,country, and everything possible must
. .be
-. -'done, hon&tly or dishonestly, to hinder its progress?
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